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Introduction:  The search for C60 among interstellar and cir-

cumstellar dust, including the solar nebula as enclosed in meteorites 
and interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), has not yet produced unam-
biguous evidence for this elemental carbon. Yet, He and Ne associ-
ated with carbon materials require efficient trapping sites, e.g. nano-
tubes or fullerenes [1]. A C-XANES study of the carbon-rich IDP 
L2008F4 showed a peak at 286.3eV that could be due to C60 [2]. As 
part of a long-term program to identify carbon spectral signatures in 
astrophysical settings, a detailed study of condensed carbon analogs 
showed a range of carbon forms: multi-walled nanotubes, carbon 
onions and chain-like aggregates (CLA) [3]. We report TEM and 
chemical analyses of soot grains. 

Analog Production and Characterization:  Soot samples are 
produced by arc discharge between amorphous carbon electrodes in 
a hydrogen and/or Ar atmosphere at 10mbar pressure and pre-
selected proportions of (1) Ar = 100%; (2) Ar = 99.6%; H2 = 0.4%; 
(3) Ar = 99.2%; H2 = 0.8%; (4) Ar = 90%; H2 = 10% and (5) Ar = 
70%; H2 = 30%. The condensed carbons are directly deposited onto 
silicon wafer chips for SEM analyses [3] and on glass slides for 
other analyses, such as high-resolution TEM. Soot samples where 
dissolved in toluene for HPLC and mass spectrometer analyses to 
identify low-number fullerenes and to search for Cn with n>240. 

Results and Discussion:  Individual soot grains of the CLA 
carbon [3] are crystallographically amorphous and consist of indi-
vidual single-wall rings, i.e. mainly spheres with diameters from 0.7 
nm to 10nm that form random, close-packed arrangements. These 
rings are also observed in short and straight, or long and curved, 
liner arrangement called proto-fringes with a thickness correspond-
ing to the diameters of the single-wall rings. The presence of proto-
fringes (either a single one or a stack of 3-5 layers) suggests that 
very small-scale sorting occurred during agglomeration in soot 
grains. The single-wall rings resemble structures in synthetic C60 
crystals, including C50, possibly C32, and larger elongated fullerenes 
[4]. Rare spherical structures (10 - 25 nm in diameter) surrounded 
by several concentric circular fringes are present within CLA soot 
grains. Fringe spacing is consistent with increasing diameters of 
nested fullerenes [5].  

HPLC and mass spectroscopy analyses confirmed that the sin-
gle-walls rings, 0.7nm diameter, in the soot grains are C60 fullerene. 
Significant amounts of a C120 dimer were detected by HPLC. The 
TEM data of single-wall rings with a diameter >0.7nm define a lin-
ear correlation that could correspond to an increasing number of 
carbon atoms in larger single-wall rings. When C60 is a metastable 
carbon, fusion of this fullerene into larger single-wall rings might be 
a spontaneous growth process that would lead to giant fullerenes. 
While such giant fullerenes are not confirmed in the samples, the 
exact physical conditions during C60 condensation may determine its 
long-term survival. Once ‘isolated’ inside agglomerated soot grains 
it might survive for a long, as yet undetermined, time in condensed 
circumstellar carbon dust that didn’t suffer post-condensation ther-
mal annealing. Presolar C60 would be a major find. 
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